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Multi-hazards, Displacement and Vulnerability 
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Abstract 

 

Background: In Nepal, where extreme seismic and severe weather events are frequent, alternative risk 

assessment methods going beyond the recognition of the 2015 earthquake as the main hazard driver are 

required. Understanding the consequences of multi-hazards in the post-earthquake setting is crucial for 

ongoing reconstruction policies. 

 

Research objectives: My research seeks to understand the impact of geological, meteorological and 

human-made hazards on people’s vulnerability after the 2015 earthquake. It aims to comprehend 

localised hazard risks, the interaction between hazards and seasonality, and local peoples’ knowledge 

and perceptions to explore the effectiveness of resettlement and other reconstruction efforts. 

 

Methodology: Fieldwork was undertaken in 2018 in Rasuwa/Nuwakot district and Kathmandu. The 

qualitative study comprised of 60 semi-structured interviews, 3 focus groups, 2 photo-elicitation 

workshops and exhibitions in which scientists, government officials, humanitarian representatives and 

displaced individuals at their original locations or in displacement camps took part. 

 

Key results: Preliminary findings show, interactions between hazards are not well understood at policy 

level, hence have not been sufficiently considered in the post-earthquake reconstruction process. No 

clear relocation plans for displaced people exist, and the lack of consideration of livelihood 

opportunities in new re-settlement areas and loopholes in the geo-hazard assessment by the NRA are 

evident. Giving communities the power to discuss localised hazard risk with experts; to understand the 

vulnerabilities and resilience capacity of individuals and different settings; and to listen and understand 

people’s risk tolerance, needs and ideas are absent. As a result, people with limited  resources became 

more vulnerable as they are not able to make informed decisions about suitable places for 

reconstruction, to evaluate different options of alternative land or seasonal living arrangements. The 

lack of a clear NRA strategy to provide safe plots of land for temporary settlements and affordable 

suitable and safe land for permanent resettlements is evident.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Prabin, a farmer living in a rural valley in a hilly district next to the Trisuli River lost his house 

during the 2015 Nepali earthquake. He and his family rebuilt their house, and continued their 

agricultural chores. The geo-hazard assessment by the NRA classified his land as CAT 22. Two 

years later, during heavy monsoon rain Prabin’s village was devastated by a massive landslide, 

killing a family of four. Prabin’s new house was buried by the landside, so he rented a tiny 

piece of land across the river. After the landslide, his land was assessed as CAT 33. He was 

supposed to resettle but struggled finding affordable land nearby, as land prices sharply 

increased. Prabin was one of many displaced people after the 2015 earthquake who struggled 

finding a livelihood and an affordable safe place to live.  

Nepal, a country of steep slopes, rough topography, extreme varying climate and severe 

monsoons represents a diverse and fragile setting, and is vulnerable and exposed to numerous 

disasters (UNDRR, 2019). Hazards of changing scales of impact include numerous natural and 

human-made hazards (Eckstein et al., 2019). Over 80 percent of its citizens is exposed to risk 

of floods, landslides, droughts, glacier lake outburst floods, and extreme temperature (MoHA, 

2018). The middle Himalayan terrain is extremely landslide prone including earthquake-

induced landslides (Gautam, 2017), and nearly 80 percent of all landslides happen during 

monsoon season (Rosser et al., 2018).  

This paper aims to understand the impact of geological, meteorological and human-made 

hazards on people’s vulnerability after the 2015 Nepali earthquake. It explores localised hazard 

risks in Nuwakot and Rasuwa district, the chain reactions experienced between hazards by 

local people and what role heavy monsoon rain plays. It looks into how risks from natural and 

human-made hazards and reoccurring seasons were assessed in post-earthquake Nepal, to 

understand what methodologies were used in designing post-disaster reconstruction efforts. 

The paper highlights displaced people experiences, their financial, emotional stresses and 

uncertainty, and challenges they faced during reconstruction. The paper is based on my PhD 

research that tried to understand people’s existing risk environments, the variables of natural 

and human-made hazards, and their exposure to future risks. The study illustrates the 

importance of collaborating with communities throughout the recovery process to understand 

people’s risk, and their needs for housing and livelihoods. Hazard experts and the Nepali 

government have to work with people affected by hazard risks, to create options for relocation 

or seasonal living arrangements together, to protect people’s safety and livelihoods, and to 

articulate policies, which support their recovery. 

 

 

 

  

 
2 CAT 2 = Households, whose livelihoods and/or shelters are unsafe due to the existing state of geo-hazards, but the safety 

risk of these geo-hazards can be effectively mitigated (Presentation, 13th June by INGO People in Need). 
3 CAT 3 = Households whose livelihoods and/or shelters are unsafe due to the existing state of geo-hazards, and the safety 

risk of these geo-hazards cannot be sufficiently mitigated for technical or financial reasons (Presentation, 13th June by 

INGO People in Need). 
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2. Methodology 
 

The research applied a qualitative mixed method approach including semi-structured 

interviews, focus groups, photo elicitation workshops and exhibitions, which allowed the 

author a triangulation of data as discussed by Flick (2004) to assure the validity of the research 

study by using a range of visual and vocal qualitative methods. Using these different methods 

allowed to present a collection of local people’s perceptions of multi-hazards, and implications 

of reconstruction policies and measures on people’s vulnerability with an extra visual 

component.  

 

The study area (Figure 1) is located in the hilly district of Nuwakot and the mountainous 

district of Rasuwa in Province No. 3, north-west of Nepal’s capital Kathmandu. It comprised 

of 13 research sites, 12 in Rasuwa district in the Rural Municipality of Uttargaya, and one in 

Nuwakot district in Bidur Municipality. Six villages, four temporary settlements and three 

relocation sites were identified purposively based on three communities who had left their 

original villages one week after the 2015 earthquake and were compared to three communities 

who had stayed in their original villages. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Map of Nepal – study area (Cartographic Unit, 2020) 

 

 

GPS data were collected during the field study to visually identify the study sites through Esri 

including rivers and district boarders (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 – Map of Nepal’s Study Area in detail (Esri., 2019) 

 

 

Sixty semi-structured interviews provided a way for the interviewee to express their opinions 

in their own words, and created possibilities of learning for the author as suggested by Cohen 

and Crabtree (2006). 41 interviews were held with local people, who had been displaced after 
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the 2015 earthquake, 19 residing in temporary settlements, 22 in their original villages. Seven 

interviews were conducted with local/central government officials, seven interviews with 

national/international humanitarians in Nuwakot/Rasuwa district and Kathmandu, and five 

interviews with academics in Kathmandu. The research was conducted from June until October 

2018 during monsoon season. In Kathmandu, the research was carried out via a bicycle with 

semi-structured interviews held in English, and in Rasuwa/Nuwakot district via a motorbike 

with the assistance of a local translator held in Nepali or Tamang. The researcher and translator 

visited the community leaders from each village first before the research started to obtain 

permission and explain the study. The semi-structured interview questions consisted of open 

ended questions, which were tailored to each interviewee depending on the interviewees living 

situation/environment, area of expertise, or their job role. Data were recorded with an I-phone 

and a digital stereo voice recorder. Each interviewee received an information participation 

sheet and gave written consent, either as a signature or thumbprint. Interviewees ranged in age 

from 16 to 95 years. Additionally, three focus groups were convened, two in the temporary 

settlement in Inarpati and one in the village of Pairebesi. Focus groups comprised of different 

activities like group discussions, drawing and imagination exercises, and severe weather 

ranking exercises.  

 

The sensitivity of conducting a research with earthquake survivors required to take a different 

approach, thinking outside the box, and using alternative research methods and tools. The 

participatory photo-elicitation method allows to find out information through the eyes of 

participant as suggested by Lombard (2013), an approach which helps to gain a more overall 

picture of the entire situation. The purpose of this activity was to learn more about the impacts 

of hazards and climate on people’s daily lives in their communities after the 2015 earthquake. 

Two photo elicitation activities were held with four to five participants each, mixed gender, 

aged between 20 and 56. Afterwards, participation sheets and consent forms were signed for 

ethical requirements. The participatory photography activity was kicked off with an initial 

meeting, and a variety of laminated pictures with images of different hazards were handed out 

to participants for discussion. A photo workshop guideline created by the researcher in English 

was translated in Nepali and used throughout the activity (Figure 3 + 4). Digital cameras for 

each participant were handed out, and names were noted down for each camera. Time was 

allocated to practice, so participants would have a chance to get used to the cameras (Figure 

5).  
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       Figure 3 – Photo Workshop guideline in Nepali  Figure 4 - Photo Workshop guideline in English 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5 – Photo workshop Introductory meeting, Thapatol 2018 

यदी  सही यती की  आवश कती  परी मी  की पयी  समकर गनी रही ली ______________________________. 

 

ति स र		क  यरश  ल  		ि नद  ि शक  		
 

• आउी दी  ........िीदनमी  १२-२० तिीस र िीलनी  । 
• यस ी  तिीस र िीलनी स जी न तिीस रली  यही ी  बस ी की  महत  भी व ब क /झल ी उनी छ 

• यी स ी  तिीस र िीलनी स जी न तिीस रली  कसरी  यस वस ी  र/वी  स ी नहरमी  खतरी हर  ती पकममी  असर, िीचसी  मी सम, 

वषी र, बी ढी , हरी , चट ी ङ, आी िीध, खडी री , भी कम , परी कमन, पिीहरी , बी टी , पी ल नहनी , धी ली , आगी , पी नी  नहनी  

वी  अन  की नी  अवस ी  जनी उदछ । 

                                      

           

उद  हरणहर   

• की िीह की री  बी री  सी च ी ही स जी न की री ली  सी िीच की  तपी ई रहनी की  महत  री खी स जस ी : सी यद रख, खी तबी री , घरबी र 
वी  िीवशी ष स ी न वी  िीवशी ष वस ी  । 

• एउटी  रख बी री  सी च ी स जी न तपी ईली  िीवशी ष गिीर मन परी उनी हन  । अब यी  रख पिीहरी की  की रणली  लडी नी  

जी िीखममी  छ, वी  यी  रख आधी की  की रणली  लडी की  छ । 

                                        
 

• घर बी री  सी च ी स जी न भी कम  वी  पिीहरी की  की रणली  भिीत एकी  छ ।   

                          
 

क म  र  क   पय  ग 

• तपी ईली  सी वधी नी पी वरक तिीस रमी  की  ची िीहएकी  छ छनी ही स ।  
• तपी ईली  क ी मी री  की िीनत गनी रभयी ? 

• बटन िीथच ी ही स ! 

• तिीस र कस ी  दी िीखन  जच ही सी  । 
• की  यस तिीस रली  तपी ईकी  कथी  दशी रउछ ? 

• की  तिीस र पष  र चिीकली  छ ? 

• रमी  तिीस र री ख ी ही स र अन  मन नपरी की  तिीस र फिीलिीदनी स । 
• यदी  तपी ईली  की िीह ब िीक की  तिीस र िीखचदी  हनी हन  भनी  सम िीन त ब क ी बी ट मी डी ल अफ फी टी गी फी  िीरिीलज 

फमर (एपी िीनक  िीड) अनगरत रिीह िीस की ती  िीलन पनी  छ । 

 

If you need help please call __________________________________. 
 

Photo Workshop Guideline 
 

• Take 12—20 pictures in the next ____ days . 

• Take pictures which show/express what you value about living here. 

• Take pictures of how have these things or/and places been threatened by  

heat waves, cold weather, rain, floods, wind, lightning, storms, drought, 

earthquakes, aftershocks, landslides, roads, no bridges, dust, fire, no water or 

anything else. 

                                      

           
 

Examples 

• Think of something that you really value living here, maybe a tree, a rice field, 

a house or a special place or a special thing. 

• Think of a tree you especially liked. This tree has maybe been threatened by a 

landslide and fell, or this tree has fallen down due to a storm. 

                                        
 

• Think of a house that has been destroyed by the earthquake or a landslide.   

                   
 

Camera use 

• Choose carefully what you want in the picture! 

• Have you focused the camera? 

• Press the button! 

• Check how the picture looks like! 

• Does it tell your story? 

• Is the photo clear and bright? 

• Keep good photos and delete the one’s you don’t like. 

• If you take pictures of any people’s faces please gain consent using the ‘Model 

of Photography Release Form’ (Appendix D).  
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Between the initial meeting and main workshop, participants had 3-4 days to take up to 20 

photographs in their own time ‘of things/places which were meaningful to them, which they 

valued, what they valued about living in their village, what has threatened these places, and/or 

what things/places that have been threatened/impacted in the past, now or in the future.’ The 

number of pictures on each camera were checked before collection, downloaded, numbered 

and printed in colour for the main workshop. A printed coloured copy of the pictures taken by 

each participants were given back to the participants, and in pairs participants were asked to 

discuss their photographs, to describe to each other what they saw in the pictures, why they 

took the picture, how it relates to their lives, and what risk, threat or value it demonstrates. 

Then, participants were asked to select their five most important photographs, and to hang them 

up on a tarpaulin visible to all participants. After everybody had a chance to share the meanings 

of their photographs, a discussion was initiated about any overarching or connecting topics, 

and participants discussed possible options amongst each other. They grouped their 

photographs in addition to the themes identified, and gave a title to each photograph and a 

small narrative, explaining the significance what they illustrate. A photo exhibition was 

organised by the researcher in the local government office so people’s difficulties and struggles 

were exhibited. After the exhibition, the researcher facilitated a discussion as desired by the 

photo workshop participants with them and the local political leaders of the municipality to 

raise their concerns about pressing issues in their communities.  

 

All qualitative data were transcribed and the analysis included categorising and identifying 

similarities and differences across participants, villages and temporary settlements to note and 

understand tendencies. Results were ordered and analysed systematically in Microsoft Excel 

based on content.  

 

 

 

3. Results 
 

Natural and human-made hazards before the 2015 earthquake 

Study participants mentioned a wide range of existing natural hazards in Nepal. The Director 

of the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology described wind- and hailstorms damaging 

people’s harvest, lightning killing ‘more than 200 people per year in Nepal’, and drought as 

people depend on rainfall for their harvest. The chief of the National Emergency Operating 

Center, mentioned 487 aftershocks, which Nepal had experienced since the 2015 earthquake. 

Several local people spoke about multi-hazards in relation to previous earthquakes (1934, 

1961), which triggered landslides, killed livestock and destroyed their ancestors houses. Some 

villages in steep terrain were affected by landslides during monsoons. Hazards consistently 

identified across all participants/locations were seasonal and climate related like wind, storms, 

hail, lightning, rainfall, and pre-monsoon/monsoon seasons affected them most.. This led me 

to cluster the wide-range of natural hazards mentioned by interviewees into geophysical, 

hydrological, climatological, meteorological and biological events as suggested by IFRC 

(2019), and to colour-coded the different events as a means of identification (Table 1). What 

emerged from the analysis, individual government officials and humanitarians did not have a 
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clear picture of the wide range of Nepal’s natural hazard exposure, and/or could not see the 

connections between different hazards. Scientists had mainly mentioned geophysical, 

meteorological and hydrological events, which might be related to their specific geophysical 

research interest. 

 

 
Table 1 - Natural hazards in Nepal 

Scientists GoN
Humanitarian 

community

earthquakes ✔️ ✔️ ✔️

landslides ✔️ ✔️ ✔️

aftershocks ✔️ ✔️

rainfall ✔️ ✔️ ✔️

windstorm ✔️ ✔️

hailstorm ✔️

lightning ✔️

floods ✔️ ✔️ ✔️

avalanches ✔️ ✔️

glacier lake 

outbursts   
✔️

shifting water 

tables
✔️ ✔️

fires ✔️ ✔️

drought ✔️

heat waves ✔️

cold waves ✔️ ✔️
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While scientists and two government officials talked about Nepal’s geology and steep 

topography as major causes of multi- hazards, it emerged that they likewise identified them as 

underlying causes of multi-hazards for road construction. Gahendra shared ‘people don’t care 

about Nepal’s geology, how much the slope is, how much the grade is, what soil it is, because 

they have to construct the road anyway [...]’. Halfway through my research, participants in four 

villages in Rasuwa District highlighted, that various hydropower projects nearby had started 

around 2010/2011 with road constructions and tunnel blasting’s. Villagers felt, it had weakened 
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the topography, the soil of their land and entire mountains. Sameet explained ‘that 216 (Korean 

Hydropower Company) cut the roots and took it. We told them to bring the road/tunnel through 

the villages. But no, they brought it alongside the river and cut the roots of the hills.’ Thirteen 

Rasuwa district specific hydropower projects were likewise mention by local humanitarians 

and government staff as causes for multi-hazards. Ganendra stressed, that ‘the hydropower 

companies are not serious about environmental impacts and these kinds of hazard creations, 

because one day they saw their benefits.’ The map (Figure 6) from Murton et al. (2016), 

illustrates 23 hydropower projects in Rasuwa district.  

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Hydropower Infrastructure in Rasuwa District, Nepal (Murton et al., 2016, p. 6)  
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Leaving their place of origin 

After the 2015 earthquake struck Nepal with a magnitude of 7.8 (Government of Nepal, 2015), 

all houses in the study area had collapsed, and a huge number of human casualties was 

experienced as people were buried under their houses and in massive landslides. The villages 

of Gogane and Karumaryang had experienced an enormous and life-threatening amount of rock 

falls and landslides on the day of the earthquake. People from Gogane, Karumaryang and Tiru 

decided to leave their original villages in less than seven days after the earthquake due to 

ongoing aftershocks, rock falls, landslides and blocked rivers. Chinshu explained, that ‘in 

Gogane the river was blocked, and the landslide was coming down. So, we thought, that this 

village might kill us, so we shouldn’t stay here.’ Maya from Karumaryang shared, that many 

people in her village had died, and they were worried about ongoing aftershocks. Pote recalled 

‘my village was scattered, the land cracked and we were in the middle of two landslides’. 

Dinesh recalled that ‘there were frequent aftershocks that occurred in Tiru, even dry landslides 

occurred frequently. We felt insecure there, and we decided to leave.  

 

People from all three villages stayed in various fields from private people down in the valley 

close to the Nuwakot/Rasuwa border. However, they had to move several times as land owners 

needed their field for agriculture as planting seasons started. In addition, CDO’s from the local 

government in Nuwakot and Rasuwa demanded displaced people from Rasuwa to move to 

Rasuwa district to find their own place to stay, even if their temporary shelter in Nuwakot was 

only a 3km distance from the Rasuwa border. Chinshu explained ‘we searched for land, and a 

plot was for rent in Bogatitaar, so we made camps and stayed.’ However, paying rent added 

another financial difficulty onto displaced people’s challenges, as they already struggled with 

a lost livelihood. Chandra from the district government explained, that people in temporary 

settlements had difficulties paying rent. Previously, INGOs had paid the rent for the land in 

Bogatitar, yet two years after the 2015 earthquake they ended their relief support in Nepal, and 

stopped payments. Meanwhile, the NRA had expressed, that the 2015 earthquake offered an 

opportunity to create long proposed integrated settlements, particularly in Nepal’s mountainous 

regions (NRA, 2017). A policy was approved in April 2017 by the NRA (2017), supporting 

and encouraging earthquake survivors to build community-based integrated settlements, where 

the NRA will support to construct basic infrastructure. So, displaced people in Bogatitar, who 

struggled to afford rental payments, were looking in collaboration with local NGO’s for 

government land nearby, to create an integrated settlement. A three hectare government site 

was found in Khalte, and displaced people and a local NGO proposed an integrated settlement 

to the CEO of the NRA, who gave his support. As the land in Khalte had to be cleared of rocks/ 

stones, Samaritan’s Purse had provided funding of approximately 52 lakhs to clear the land. 

Peculiarly, only after people from Gogane and Tiru had settled in temporary shelters in Khalte, 

the NRA sent a geo-hazard assessment team ‘to determine, whether the settlement is safe from 

geo-risk, and is suitable for the reconstruction for permanent settlement or not’ (Acharya et 

al., 2018, p.1). The geo-hazard report came back, and stated ‘the settlement is at risk and cannot 

be recommended for the development of the new integrated settlement’ (Acharya et al., 2018, 

p.17). Numerous humanitarians and local people doubted the accuracy of the geo-hazard 
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assessment. Chinshu stressed ‘there is political agenda behind it. There are many things to be 

understood.’  

 

Figure 7 illustrates the temporary settlement of Khalte of 269 households on the right bank of 

Trishuli river, with existing landslides on the left bank.  

 
 

 

Figure 7 –Khalte’s temporary settlement, July 2018 

 

 

Some households in Khalte had decided to returned to Gogane (CAT 3), their original village, 

where they had fled from after the 2015 earthquake, to do farming to feed their families. 

Prashad expressed his frustration ‘the government has not looked after anything’. However, 

new plans and arrangements by the government, NRA and local political leaders were made to 

establish an integrated settlement in Tiru instead of Khalte. This integrated settlement was 

planned for households originally from Tiru and Gogane, residing in the temporary settlements 

in Khalte, Inarpati and some back in Gogane. Chinshu expressed his concern that ‘there is not 

enough space for everybody, as Tiru can only hold 100-150 additional households’ and Banyu 

explained, that Tiru had no land left which could be bought for farming. This was an important 

aspect for people from Gogane, as they would be left without any farmland in Tiru. Prashad 

stressed ‘we need farmland, having a house is not enough’. Prashad further explained, that for 

him ‘not the entire community in Khalte has to come together. Those, who have come and want 

to live in Gogane, have to arrange little pakka’s [a dwelling that is solid and permanent]. 
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Moreover, the ongoing discussions about the integrated settlement in Tiru seemed to delay the 

government housing grant for households in Tiru who had not left, or who had returned since 

the earthquake. People raised the issue of safety of their rebuilt houses. Kashmitha explained, 

that ‘this house will collapse if another earthquake comes, because it doesn’t have rods, and 

is just made with mud and stone.’ However, households in Tiru were not only worried about 

their safety. They also stressed, that none of the households had received any government 

housing support grant yet, three years after the earthquake. Tshering wondered, if it was due to 

the lack of unified voices in the temporary settlements in Khalte and Inarpati regarding the 

planned integrated settlement in Tiru.  

 

Other people in Khalte struggled to acquire new land, and to rebuild a home. Ditya, a 65 year-

old widow, who had lost her husband during the 2015 earthquake, and who got disabled when 

her house collapsed over her, shared ‘they don't give a small plot of land, and if we have to buy, 

we have to buy with combining money. I can't print money, and who will make the house for 

me?’. Sumeet, a 75 year-old man explained, that the 2-lakh government grant was not enough 

for purchasing land, and that it was the duty of the Nepali government to give a small safe place 

to him to live.’  

 

Numerous elderly people seem to experience emotional and psychological stress while living 

in temporary settlements. Maya explained: ‘Here is no land, where I can plant anything, it is 

others. There is nothing I can do here. My daughter helps me to eat and to stay here’. Before 

the earthquake, elderly people had their fields which they cultivated and their livestock. Several 

elderly people mentioned, that they should have died during the earthquake, and they felt like 

crying. It seemed, that especially widowers and widows were confined to stay in temporary 

settlements due to their age and/or financial dependencies on their sons/daughters. 

 

 

Staying in their original villages with amplified risks and new challenges 

People from Pairebesi, Kuwapani and Thapatol, who stayed in their villages after the 2015 

earthquake, had witnessed numerous chain reactions and impacts, which followed closely 

afterwards. They described rock falls, dust, destroyed houses, loss of livestock, buried roads, 

blocked rivers, and continuous aftershocks lasting up to four weeks. In Kuwapani, people 

described increased landslide risks, and Dipankara shared ‘the earthquake has cracked the 

land, so when there is heavy rainfall we have fear that landslide come. People likewise stressed 

the long-term impacts on their farmland, being forced to leave it barren due to cracks or 

landslides, which made the land uncultivatable. Gautam and Anandar from Pairebesi similarly 

observed numerous cracks in the land around their village, and illustrated the hidden danger 

and threats in the photo workshop (Figure 8 + 9). Anandar explained ‘because of cracked land 

it becomes dangerous during monsoon season’.  
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 Figure 8 – Gautam, Cracked land, 2018          Figure 9 – Anandar, Cracks, 2018 

 

 

People had managed to build foundations of new houses, but on the 6th of August 2017 during 

monsoon, Pairebesi, Kuwapani and Thapatol experienced several major damaging landslides. 

Charini had taken particular photographs (Figure 10 + 11) for the photo workshop illustrating 

the landslides and rock falls in Pairebesi.   

 

 

   
 

       Figure 10 – Charini, Destructive landslide, 2018               Figure 11 – Charini, Rock, 2018 

 

 

Charini explained: ‘My house was buried under this landslide (Figure 10) and this rock 

destroyed our house and blocked the drainage for our village (Figure 11).’  
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People from all three villages described combined damages to their infrastructure, environment 

and daily livelihoods due to the 2015 earthquake, the 2017 landslides, and the annual monsoon 

rains. Gautam shared ‘the roads and the drinking water lines were also damaged by the 

landslides [in 2017]. The irrigation channel was affected by the 2015 earthquake and flood, 

and then the landslide has damaged it in places and was completely buried. The irrigation pipe 

on the bridge at Kavre Khola (river next to Pairebesi) was swept away entirely by monsoon 

rain. Figure 12 shows the bridge, where the irrigation pipe was previously laid over. Anandar 

shared ‘with the help of this bridge, people take water for irrigation by laying a pipeline in dry 

season.’ 

 

 

 

Figure 12 – Anandar, Temporary irrigation, Photo Workshop 2018 

 

 

In Thapatol, due to road construction after the 2015 earthquake ‘the water flow was changed’, 

which causes flooding. Furthermore, the 2017 landslide blocked the drainage channel even 

with prevention measures like gabion walls, and during heavy rainfall the channel blocks.  
 

After the landslides struck in 2017, many house foundations were destroyed in all three 

villages. Prabin lost his house in the earthquake, then his temporary shelter due to the 2017 

landslide, and ‘even now [September 2018] me and my family are living in a rented room in 

someone else’s house across the hanging bridge.’ Previously, in February 2017, a geo-hazard 

team assessed and categorised the villages (Table 2). However, a second assessment after the 

2017 landslides declared the entire village of Pairebesi, some households of Kuwapani and 

additional households in Thapatol as CAT 3 (Table 2).  
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Table 2 – Geo-Hazard Assessment Categorisation, 2018 

Geo-Hazard Assessment Categorisation 

1st assessment 

02.02.2017

Re-assessment after 

06.08.2017 

Pairebesi 556 CAT 21 CAT 32

Kuwapani 956 CAT 2
1

CAT 2
1
 + CAT 3

2

Thapatol 1080 CAT 2
1
 + CAT 3

2
CAT 2

1
 + CAT 3

2

 (as of September 2018)

Village
Altitude 

in meters

2 CAT 3 = Households whose livelihoods and/or shelters are unsafe due to the 

existing state of geo-hazards, and the safety risk of these geo-hazards cannot be 

sufficiently mitigated for technical or financial reasons (Presentation, 13th June by 

INGO People in Need).

1 CAT 2 = Households, whose livelihoods and/or shelters are unsafe due to the 

existing state of geo-hazards, but the safety risk of these geo-hazards can be 

effectively mitigated (Presentation, 13th June by INGO People in Need).

Category (CAT)

 

 

 

Yet, people in Kuwapani equally as in Khalte doubted the accuracy of the geo-hazard 

assessment. Binsa explained ‘at first, our village was under red signal (CAT 3), but the local 

school was under reconstruction, and the headmaster thought, that the school reconstruction 

budget might not come through, if the land falls under displaced category (CAT 3). So, the geo-

hazard assessment put us in CAT 2.’ 

 

Chimini, a 66-year-old childless widow, had managed to rebuilt her house after the 2015 

earthquake before the 2017 landslide struck. Nevertheless, her land was assessed as CAT 3, 

and her rebuilt house was not approved for the housing grant. Chimini said: ‘I don't have ability 

to go anywhere else and make house. It's ok, if I get little money and get a land nearby, then I 

can make a small one-room house, but we can't get land anywhere near. The land owners are 

increasing the prices of cheaper lands after hearing that it is relief money. Chimini was not 

the only household in Pairebesi, who was not able to find affordable land for reconstruction, 

8-10 other households experienced similar problems. Ranjit explained ‘after making my new 

house, I could not even stay there for six months, again the landslide started creating difficulty 

for me, as the land got declared as unsafe. The geo-hazard assessment outcome has brought 

another emphasis to the challenges people were faced with after the 2015 earthquake called 

resettlement.  
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However, sixteen CAT 3 households from Pairebesi managed to acquire land nearby to live as 

Bibek explained it as ‘unified community’ and ‘the houses that we are building in Naubise are 

to stay for three months in a year during heavy monsoon. The rest nine months we will stay in 

Pairebesi, because we have our fields here.’ Yet, households emphasized, they had to borrow 

money from friends, neighbours or banks with high interest rates as the land and reconstruction 

grant from the Nepali government was not enough. In Naubise, one plot of land providing just 

enough space to fit a small house on, was approximately 6 lakhs without building materials or 

labour work. This had caused psychological stress as local people were worried how to pay 

back the loan and to feed their families.  

 

 

4. Discussion 
 

Multi-hazard risk assessment methods 

Scholars around the world are not only demanding multi-hazard approaches after a particular 

natural disaster like the 2015 Nepali earthquake (European Geosciences Union (EGU), 2015), 

but likewise for disaster risk reduction, and the management of interacting natural hazards (Gill 

and Malamud, 2014). Multi-hazard studies need to understand the interactions amongst 

hazards, their significance and consequences (Zscheischler et al., 2018). The importance of 

multi-hazard approaches is likewise stressed within two international frameworks, the Hyogo 

Framework for Action (UNISDR, 2005, p.4), and Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk 

Reduction (UNISDR, 2015, p.10). However none of them stated what a multi-hazard approach 

comprises of (Gill and Malamud, 2016).  

Historical examples of multi-hazard approaches after earthquakes in Haiti (PDNA, 2010) and 

Pakistan (Zimmermann and Issa, 2009) reveal differences. For instance, the Post-disaster 

Damage and Needs Assessment (PDNA, 2010) attempted to analyse Haiti’s multiple natural 

hazards by paying attention to the possibility of another enormous earthquake with secondary 

effects, hydrometeorological hazards with secondary effects, and the identification of their 

intensities (Mora-Castro et al., 2012). However, this approach was challenged by non-existing 

relevant data, when Haiti entered into the reconstruction phase (Mora-Castro et al., 2012). In 

contrast, after the 2005 Kashmir earthquake, a local environmental and seismic risk assessment 

was conducted in a specific valley instigated by the Pakistan government, to evaluate natural 

risks people encountered (Zimmermann and Issa, 2009). It comprised of community-based 

discussions and localised risk mapping. This seem to have supported people to think about 

alternatives where to reconstruct their houses and enabled people to make informed decisions 

about suitable places for reconstruction (Zimmermann and Issa, 2009). It was described, that 

people considered alternative land or found temporary solutions for harsh monsoon and winter 

seasons. However, questions still remained as if people who relocated were provided with other 

livelihood options or how did people manage? Moreover, it left questions unanswered like 

what methodology and criteria were used, or what the multi-hazard approach contained. 

 

History seemed to have repeated itself in the aftermath of the Nepali 2015 earthquake, as the 

combination of interacting physical processes across multiple geographical areas during time 
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periods was not sufficiently acknowledged and considered by national and international 

agencies, and the Nepali government alike during reconstruction. However, what emerged 

from this study was, that individual government officials and humanitarians had identified a 

wide-ranging number of natural hazards in Nepal, but struggled to recognise and draw 

connections between them. So, how can government officials and humanitarians support local 

people with the complexity of multi-hazards after an earthquake for instance through policies 

and policy implementations, if they seem to struggle to see the connections and complexity 

themselves? 

 

Resettlement 

Increased vulnerability to natural hazards after a disaster is the most common cited reason for 

resettlement as new hazards might be created, and/or protective features destroyed, imposing 

threats to human settlements (Oliver‐Smith, 1991). In Nepal, a geo-hazard assessment was 

initiated by the government in cooperation with UNOPS and mandated to the NRA, to identify 

hazard-prone settlements, families affected by the earthquake and earthquake induced 

landslides, for relocation and rehabilitation. However, the methodology was questionable due 

to its loopholes and ambiguity. Scientists raised doubts about the significance of the 

assessment, which did not capture new or changing risks as it was an assessment on one 

particular day, and they felt that the categorization (CAT) of land into 1, 2 or 3 was not feasible. 

Furthermore, the assessment was inexplicit, as its mandate was to evaluate the risk of 

earthquakes and induced landslides, but did not capture any other exposure to risks and further 

hazards. Local people in Rasuwa district had pointed out specific risks in the context of multi-

hazards in particular villages caused by blasting’s from hydropower projects to build tunnels/ 

roads. Perceived impacts from blasting’s seemed to have weakened the soil of the land, and 

combined with the impacts of the 2015 earthquake, it intensified the risk of landslides during 

monsoons and amplified people’s vulnerability. Similarly, local people mentioned damages to 

their water- and irrigation channels from the earthquake, but also due to the lack of sound 

engineered roads in their living environment, causing seasonal flooding and increased 

vulnerability due to amplified risks for further hazards such as landslides during heavy rainfall. 

However, national/local road construction was likewise identified by humanitarians, 

government employees and scientists as major hazard in Nepal, and they described it as root 

cause for further hazards. As various scholars (Owen et al., 2008) highlighted, the modification 

of landscapes by humans through road construction is one of the prevailing triggering factors 

initiating further hazards predominantly landslides in tectonically active regions. Other doubts 

were raised by humanitarians, who questioned, why geo-hazard reports were not openly 

accessible. A further obstacle was, the assessments did not clearly outline, which time of the 

year (month or season) the place/area was hazardous and prone to geo-hazards. 

 

Yet, the geo-hazard assessments caused controversies, bias and disbelieves amongst local 

people and humanitarians alike. Communities got fragmented, as some households were 

categorised as CAT 2, others as CAT 3. There appeared to be controversies around these 

categorisations, as they seem to be related to other political/infrastructure interests. Likewise, 

mayhem was created when promises were made by central/local government officials to 

support displaced people with the help of local/international humanitarian agencies to set up 
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an integrated settlement in Khalte, but no one had considered the hazard-proneness of the land 

for resettlement. The outcome of the geo-hazard assessment for Khalte (CAT 3) caused further 

tension and anxiety amongst displaced people, as more than 3 years after the 2015 earthquake, 

people in Khalte still had no permanent place to live, and they felt emotionally challenged. 

Some households had started to go back to their original village Gogane (CAT 3), some 

permanently, others for livelihood purposes, as people struggled to earn a living and to feed 

their families.  

 

However, why had displaced people been looking to move to government land such as Khalte 

to begin with? What emerged from this study was likewise confirmed by Oliver Smith (1991, 

p.13): ‘The whole process of resettlement is much more complex than is seen in the approach 

employed by many reconstruction authorities after disasters.’ One complexity, which emerged 

during the reconstruction process in Nepal, which sparked further vulnerabilities, was the lack 

of a clear policy to provide safe and rent-free plots of land to displaced people, who had fled 

their place of origin due to increased landslide risk and fear of further hazards. Displaced 

people had to create temporary settlements on other people’s land where they were charged 

rent as local/central governments did not assist with providing suitable land for people’s 

temporary shelters. INGO’s stepped in and helped out with rental payments, however that 

solution was short-lived as two years after the 2015 earthquake, INGO’s left Nepal and stopped 

rental payments. Displaced people were than faced with rental payments, when they already 

struggled with their subsistence, hence were looking for options to stay rent-free on 

government land.  

So, in the case of Nepal, 3.168 households (field notes diary, June 2018) needed relocation 

after the 2015 earthquake due to the outcome of the geo-hazard assessments initiated by the 

NRA. However, the relocation of households is a highly sensitive matter, and a major factor 

why resettlements are ending in havoc and increase people’s vulnerabilities is the lack of 

collaboration from the government with affected communities. Before any policies are 

implemented which prohibit or not support reconstruction in assessed ‘unsafe areas’, and 

decisions are taken on behalf of people, it is important that policy makers, humanitarians and 

geo-hazard experts understand not only the varied physical environments of communities, but 

likewise people’s needs, fears, worries, risk tolerance and livelihoods. There is a need to 

discuss land safety assessments together, to deliberate various possibilities like alternative land, 

seasonal living arrangements and to foster informed decision making for affected people. The 

argument of various scholars (Razani, 1984; Lamping, 1984), that most of the failures in 

resettlement are connected to policies which are hardly based on people’s culturally and 

socially derived values and needs seem to be applicable for Nepal. Given such difficulties, 

Aysan and Oliver (1987) advocated, every effort should be made to improve original sites, to 

only consider resettlement for dwellings extremely threatened by their ecological environment 

and referred to an area in Turkey ‘despite being declared unsafe by geologists, old Gediz has 

been completely repopulated’ (p.29).  

 

Giving displaced people a voice in the resettlement process is vital. This study has shown, that 

affected CAT 3 households did not all have the same need and not all households from the 

same village perceived the risk of hazards in the same way. Some villagers wanted to stay in 
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their original place, even if it was hazard-prone, while other felt more comfortable to relocate 

to a safer environment. However, a community-based participatory approach to give 

communities the power to discuss the assessed risk with experts, local government officials 

and humanitarians and to explain their perceived localised hazard risks in their environment, 

to understand their individual feelings, thoughts, appetite of risk, vulnerabilities and resilience 

capacity in different settings, like in the aftermath of the Pakistan earthquake in 2005 

(Zimmermann and Issa, 2009), were absent. One lesson learnt from the aftermath of the 2015 

earthquake is, that risks need to be understood on all levels - community, policy, practitioner, 

and academic level. The historical approach taken after the Kashmir earthquake in 2005, 

illustrates a possible way, how to work with affected communities to understand their localised 

hazard risk, and to work out suitable, feasible and different settlement options with them. This 

could have been a supportive approach in Nepal for CAT 3 households in Rasuwa district, to 

understand people’s different needs, thoughts, risk perceptions, worries and livelihoods within 

the communities, so to avoid havoc later on. Various policies and a collaborative policy 

implementation is needed to assist people to rebuild their lives in a safer environment, and to 

assist people with workarounds, so they are able to return to stable life’s within their original 

environment if they wish 

 

The missing community engagement from experts and policy makers led to another obstacle 

further on in the resettlement process. After Khalte was declared as not suitable for an 

integrated settlement, local political leaders planned to establish an integrated settlement in 

Tiru. Likewise, people felt, that their voices were not heard and people’s frustrations and stress 

accelerated as they felt, that the planned integrated settlement was the result of motivation and 

action of individual agents, such as political ward members, who had a personal interest in this 

integrated settlement. No opportunity was given for people to discuss alternative resettlement 

options, or to examine the risk of their original village (CAT 3), to see if there are options to 

use alternative land people had, or if seasonal living arrangements were feasible. The lack of 

clear relocation plans, which suited people’s varied needs were evident. The policy of 

resettlement within integrated settlements seem to have caused difficulties in itself, but also the 

actual implementation of this policy, caused havoc and made people more vulnerable. People’s 

needs for participation in planning and implementation of integrated settlements, access to 

agricultural land, or to other alternative livelihoods was neglected. Likewise, planned 

integrated settlements seem to block the distribution of money for the reconstruction of 

individual houses, and caused frustration amongst people in Tiru residing in their temporary 

reconstructed houses, which they described as not earthquake resilient. So, the reconstruction 

of earthquake resilient houses is delayed for households who had stayed back in Tiru (CAT 1) 

after the earthquake or who had moved back since then, due to the dispute about the integrated 

settlement.  

 

Changing land markets 

People in Rasuwa district struggled enormously to acquire safe affordable land nearby their 

original villages or other land further away for an reasonable price. People repeatedly 

emphasized that the housing and land government grant was not enough for reconstruction and 

resettlement. However, only when affected people described their experiences, it became clear 
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that land prices had been soaring as the demand for new land acquisitions became high due to 

resettlement decisions made by the NRA through the geo-hazard assessment like relocation of 

836 CAT 3 households in Rasuwa district. Hence, many landowners increased land prices 

sharply. Hence, only limited affordable land was available, which had put people with less 

financial and economic resources in a quite vulnerable position as they are not able to make 

informed decisions about suitable places for reconstruction, to evaluate different options of 

alternative land or seasonal living arrangements. Even people, who managed to buy land 

nearby their original villages to build season homes for monsoons were left with massive loans 

and a headache and emotional/psychological stress about their financial burden and how they 

will be able to pay back their loans. The most affected by these policies and changing land 

markets seemed to be especially vulnerable people such as elderly widows, disabled people but 

also households with lack of financial resources. One lesson learnt is, that a clear strategy is 

needed how formal land markets should operate in the context of reconstruction, to ensure that 

CAT 3 households, who wish to relocate, are provided with affordable, suitable and safe land 

for permanent resettlement.  

 

 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

This study illustrates the importance to understand people’s risk environment and what hazards 

local people perceive. In the context of Nepal, where extreme seismic and severe weather 

events are frequent, different and alternative assessment methods that go beyond the 

recognition of the earthquake as the main driver of risk are required. The multi-dimensional 

nature of disasters was poorly understood by those who designed policies or response programs 

in the aftermath of the 2015 Nepal earthquake. It emerged, that policy makers seemed to have 

missed to consider multi-hazard risks during reconstruction, in particular people’s existing 

complex risk environment as people’s lives were influenced by reconstruction policies and 

measures formal institutions took on behalf of those who had suffered the impacts of the 

earthquake and subsequent risks and hazards. As Hewitt and Burton (1971) had already argued 

previously, to assess the ‘hazardousness’ of an area, an ‘all-hazards-at place’ research strategy 

is needed. Local people’s apparent ‘non-scientific knowledge’ to understand localised hazard 

risks, interaction between hazards and seasonality is extremely valuable and important to 

incorporate into any multi-hazard risk assessment method. However, this strategy was not 

grasped in the aftermath of the Nepali 2015 earthquake, where people’s exposure to risk from 

hydropower projects and road construction combined with heavy rainfall during monsoon 

reasons and additional risks created by the 2015 earthquake (cracks, weakened soil) and its 

amplified risks for additional hazards, were not taken into account. Giving communities the 

power to discuss localised hazard risk with experts, to understand the vulnerabilities and 

resilience capacity of individuals and different settings, and to listen and understand people’s 

risk tolerance, needs and ideas were neglected. Contemplating people’s needs, ideas and risk 

tolerance together with them, to evaluate different options of alternative land or seasonal living 

arrangements, and to enable people to make informed decisions about suitable places for 

reconstruction is a key criterion to make possible resettlement a success.  
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Furthermore, the absence of a relocation strategy for displaced people after the 2015 

earthquake, which allowed community participation was non-existent. Displaced people, who 

had fled their original homes due to life-threatening landslide risks were compelled to rent land 

for their temporary shelters, as the Nepali government did not provide secure government land 

for them to build their temporary settlements on. This caused financial difficulties to people in 

addition to their displacements and their cut-off’s from their traditional livelihoods. However, 

this not only caused problems for people in temporary settlement, but likewise for people in 

original villages, who had rebuild their houses out of existing materials, but were still waiting 

to receive the government housing grant to rebuild an earthquake resistant house. These support 

payments were blocked by controversies over the establishment of integrated settlements, a 

policy designed after the 2015 earthquake, which caused people who had returned back to their 

original livelihoods and villages difficulties and worries.  

 

The recommendations from this study are to design a multi-hazard risk assessment 

methodology with a community-based participatory approach, which takes into considerations 

existing localised complex risk environments including people’s needs, risk tolerance, existing 

livelihoods, and views before any relocations recommendations or decisions are taken. 

Furthermore, to engage in a problem-solving approach and flexible policy implementations to 

support people’s safety and create possibilities for them to have access to stable livelihoods. In 

addition, strong collaboration is needed during reconstruction and resettlement between 

neighbouring districts to support displaced people with land for temporary settlements. 

Likewise, it is vital to consider how formal land markets operate in a context of reconstruction, 

to support and enable displaced people who face safety risks in their original living 

environment with suitable, affordable, and safe land for permanent resettlement.  
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